Abstract-This paper presents the application of soft computing techniques to video processing. Especially, the research work has been focused on the de-interlacing task. It is necessary whenever the transmission standard uses an interlaced format but the receiver requires a progressive scanning, as happens in consumer displays such as LCDs and plasma. A simple hierarchical solution that combines three simple fuzzy logic-based constituents (interpolators) is presented in this paper. Each interpolator is specialized in one of three key image features for de-interlacing: motion, edges, and possible repetition of picture areas. The resulting algorithm offers better results than others with less or similar computational cost. A very interesting result is that our algorithm is competitive with motion-compensated algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE success of the interlaced video scan format is based on the technologies used to implement TV in the analog area, since CRTs display the interlaced video directly. Although present-day technologies are sufficiently powerful to achieve progressive video signal, interlacing is currently used by all the analog TV broadcast systems (NTSC, PAL, and SECAM) and also by some of the modern digital transmissions as is described in [1] .
The weakest point of the interlaced scanning is that scanning format coversion is considerable more complex if video is interlaced. Conversion between formats was required in the past by international programme exchange. Nowadays, this demand has recently increased due to the advent of new video scanning standards. Furthermore, interlaced video signal is unsuitable for current consumer displays such as plasma and LCD panels, which need a progressive scanning format. These facts have encouraged the development of video de-interlacing algorithms during the last years [2] . They perform the reverse operation of interlacing with a frame rate equal to the original field rate. A rough classification of de-interlacing algorithms divides them into two categories: Motion compensated (MC) and non-motion compensated (non-MC) algorithms. MC techniques offer the best solution, specially in moving areas but they require the calculation of motion vectors that usually involves a high computational cost. Among non-MC algorithms, feature-dependent de-interlacing algorithms are a good alternative since they reduce the computational complexity obtaining an overall picture improvement [3] - [8] , [10] - [18] , [27] , [28] .
The application of soft computing techniques to solve video de-interlacing is described in this paper. Among them neurofuzzy logic-based systems are able to model uncertainty and subjective concepts in a better form than conventional methods. Image features such as motion, edges, or picture repetition often contain certain amount of uncertainty. For instance, sometimes it is difficult to define if a pixel belongs to an edge (i.e., object frontier or not). Especially this decision is not trivial when the pictures are noisy and/or contain a high number of details.
The "divide-and-conquer" strategy is proposed to develop a local motion-and edge-adaptive de-interlacing algorithm capable of detecting repeated areas in the pictures. This algorithm consists of a hierarchical structure that combines three simple fuzzy logic-based systems, each of them tackling a relevant feature for de-interlacing: motion, edges, and possible picture repetition of areas. This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the three fuzzy systems that compose the algorithm. Its performance when de-interlacing a wide battery of sequences is presented in Section III. Finally, some conclusions are expounded in Section IV.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHM
The block diagram of the complete algorithm is shown in Fig. 1 . It is composed of three fuzzy systems that are described in Sections II-A-C.
A. Fuzzy Logic-Based System for Motion Adaptation
Motion-adaptive approaches are based on the fact that linear temporal interpolators are perfect in the absence of motion, whereas linear spatial methods offer a most adequate solution in case that motion is detected. Motion detection can be implicit, as in median-based techniques [3] , [4] , or explicit, using a motion detector [5] - [8] . Explicit motion-adaptive algorithms calculate a new pixel value by interpolating between a spatial and a temporal de-interlacing method. For color transmission standards, the motion-adaptive de-interlacing process may be performed separately on each color space component. However, based on the fact that the details of an image are mainly determined by the luminance component of the video signal, and much less by the chrominance components, the motion detection is usually done with the luminance component. Furthermore, this is more efficient in terms of the number of computations required to implement it since only one of the three components is processed. When a de-interlacing method is selected for the luminance component of a pixel, the two chroma components of this pixel are also created by using the same de-interlacing method.
The primitive proposals that use the motion-adaptive idea to de-interlace video apply the following expression [5] : (1) where is the output of a spatial interpolator, and is the output of a temporal interpolator. The variable , which is the output of a motion detector, ranges from 0 to 1 and determines the level of motion.
The performance of explicit motion-adaptive algorithms relies on the quality of the motion detector, since it is strongly dependent on the combination of both de-interlacing algorithms. Our aim is to use a fuzzy system that performs the nonlinear interpolation between a spatial and a temporal interpolator according to the presence of motion. The block diagram of this fuzzy system is shown in the middle part of Fig. 1 .
This fuzzy system mixes spatial and temporal sub-de-interlacers as a good trade-off between simplicity and efficiency.
Anyway, the used methodology of soft computing would allow the more advanced mixing of three and more sub-de-interlacers.
The fuzzy system for motion adaptation has one input that is a motion measurement based on the use of bi-dimensional convolution between a matrix of picture differences and a matrix of weights . For a current pixel of coordinates , the input of this fuzzy system is as follows: (2) where are the elements of the following matrix of difference values among three consecutive fields or pictures:
The elements of the matrix are calculated as follows:
where are the interpolated luminances of the pixels in the previous field. 1 are the elements of the following weight matrix: Since a priori there is no restriction to select the convolution parameters (size and weights of the matrix), two different strategies have been studied. First, a battery of six different convolution masks has been considered (see Fig. 2 ). The convolution masks were selected following the next two criteria: 1) the highest weight corresponds to the position of the current pixel; 2) the sum of the weights is a power of two in order to simplify the hardware implementation. Extensive simulations prove that the convolution mask does not have a significant influence on de-interlacing if two vertical neighbors are at least considered. Therefore, we concluded that and are the best options. A second alternative is the use of supervised training algorithms to obtain the most suitable weights for the convolution mask. A set of data from standard progressive sequences have been employed to minimize an error function. A CAD tool called Xfuzzy 3 [9] , which covers all the stages involved in the design process of fuzzy systems allows the application of this methodology. Xfuzzy 3 includes a specific tool called xfsl to ease the tuning process of fuzzy systems by applying learning algorithms. Fig. 3 shows a block diagram of the design methodology used in the design of the fuzzy system and the main window of xfsl tool. The well-known Marquardt-Levenberg approach is used as supervised learning algorithm. This second strategy corroborates the results obtained with the first one, and hence, one of the simplest convolution mask is employed to calculate the inputs of this fuzzy system. The first step of the fuzzy inference process is called fuzzification (FUZZ). It consists of determining the degree to which the input belongs to each of the appropriate fuzzy sets via the chosen membership functions. The shape of the membership 
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functions is piece-wise linear since this selection eases the hardware implementation of the algorithm. Again there are several design options since there is no restriction to fix the number of membership functions. Four different options have been considered, from two up to five membership functions, as shown in Fig. 4 (a)-(d). Because of linguistic coherence, the degree of overlapping between two consecutive sets is two.
The rule base of the inference system is strongly related to the selection of the number of membership functions. Table I shows the most complex situation that has been studied with five functions [see Fig. 4(d) ]. The first rule states that "if motion is SMALL then the interpolated pixel is calculated by applying a temporal interpolator ." On the contrary, the rule number five asserts that "if motion is LARGE the interpolation is performed by applying a spatial interpolator ." The other three rules consider intermediate situations that, when they are activated, perform different linear combinations of the spatial and the temporal interpolators. 2 Heuristic knowledge does not provide enough information neither to fix the constant values , , and , , of the rules consequents, nor to determine the values , , , , and , that describe the five possible linguistic labels [see Fig. 4(d) ]. In order to choose these values, we have again employed a tuning process by using supervised learning algorithms as detailed previously.
Since one of our goals is to always consider a balanced solution between complexity and quality in the design of the fuzzy system, the introduction of more rules should be justified by a significant improvement of the de-interlacing performance. Extensive results show that using more than three rules, that is three membership functions, does not improve significantly the de-interlacing and even, sometimes, degrades the performance. Therefore, three rules have been selected as the best option.
The final step to calculate the value of the interpolated pixel is the defuzzification process (DEFUZZ) (see Fig. 1 ). Among the defuzzification methods, the fuzzy mean (FM) has been chosen since it is a simplified method that allows hardware simplicity. It consists of a weighted average of the rule consequents, (see Table I ), where the weights are the activation degrees, , of the corresponding rules (8)
B. Fuzzy Logic-Based System for Edge Adaptation
This fuzzy system takes inspiration from well-known conventional edge-adaptive de-interlacing algorithms. This kind of techniques explores a neighborhood of the current pixel to extract information about the edge orientation [10] - [18] . Among them, the Edge-based Line Average (ELA) algorithm interpolates the new pixel value by analyzing the luminance differences in the upper and lower lines. ELA looks for the most possible edge direction and then applies "line average" along the selected direction. The pseudo-code of the ELA algorithm with taps is as follows (see 
Let us illustrate the advantages of using an edge-adaptive algorithm by examining an image with a progressive picture with clear defined edges as shown in Fig. 6 . The reconstruction of clear, sharp, and high-contrast edges are significantly improved by using a conventional edge-dependent algorithm such as ELA [ Fig. 6(a) ] versus a non-edge adaptive technique as line average that introduces an annoying stairs effect [ Fig. 6(b) ].
ELA performs well when the edge direction agrees with the maximum correlation, but otherwise introduces mistakes and degrades the image quality. These mistakes usually appear when the edges are not clear, the image is corrupted by noise, or there is a high number of details as shown in Fig. 7(b) . In addition, ELA lacks the ability to detect horizontal edges.
Several proposals have been presented recently in the literature to avoid the above shortcomings of the ELA algorithm [11] - [18] . The approaches reported in [11] , [12] focus on enhancing the reconstruction of horizontal edges. Other algorithms use a larger neighborhood to get more information about the possible edge direction. For instance, the algorithm presented in [13] consists of a modified ELA module and a contrast enhancement module. The neighborhood is enlarged up to taps in [14] , taps in [15] , [16] , taps in [17] , and taps in [18] . A higher number of pixels in the aperture provides much information about edges but at expense of increasing the algorithm complexity.
The proposed fuzzy inference system is inspired by the ELA scheme but it uses a rule-based inference system to overcome ELA limitations. Thus, it has been named the "Improved Fuzzy-ELA " algorithm. 3 The inputs of this fuzzy system are the edge correlations in five directions as shown in Fig. 5 . As the starting point to design the rules of the fuzzy system heuristic knowledge expressed linguistically has been applied, thus exploiting the ability of fuzzy logic to cope with symbolic knowledge. The following knowledge is employed to estimate correctly the edge direction (see Table II Fig. 4(e) . The overlapping of the membership functions has been selected to ensure that no more than two rules are simultaneously activated. This strategy allows the use of the minimum operator as connective "and" since a positive value for the activation degree of the sixth rule is always obtained. The particular breakpoints of the membership functions have been obtained after applying a tuning process following the design methodology that was explained in the previous subsection.
FM defuzzification method is used to calculate the output value. The output of this fuzzy system is the spatial interpolator, , which is used in the complete algorithm (see the left side of the complete block diagram in Fig. 1 ).
The first simulation results obtained with this algorithm offered few improvements in edges with inclination degrees in the directions and . The last two rules in Table II were frequently activated in cases of unclear edges. As result, the overall image quality was not as good as expected. To ensure the activation of these rules in situations where an edge is really placed in and directions, the following considerations should be fulfilled.
• An edge is not an isolated feature of the image, that is, an edge does not belong to an unique pixel in the image. • Since and directions are close to and , it seems logical that the rules to interpolate along these edge directions (the first and fourth rules for and , and the second and fifth rules for and ) should frequently be activated simultaneously. Figs. 8 and 9 show the images obtained for one snapshot of the illustrative sequence called "Bicycle." This video sequence contains a high number of edges that make evident the efficiency of the "Improved Fuzzy-ELA " algorithm versus "line average" (see Fig. 8 ). The superior performance of the edge-adaptive approach is noticed at naked eye. The comparison between both edge-adaptive proposals is established in Fig. 9 . A zoom of a detailed area with unclear edges reveals ELA mistakes (white and black pixels). In general, conventional ELA algorithms are quite soft and spatially consistent however they make more mistakes. Since "Improved Fuzzy-ELA " algorithm gives a much better visual impression, it has been selected as spatial interpolator. 
C. Fuzzy Logic-Based System for Picture-Repetition Adaptation
The simplest temporal interpolator is named "field insertion," and it consists of repeating the pixel with same spatial coordinates in the previous picture. This technique introduces annoying artifacts such as feathering when the previous pixel is not a good option. This is especially noticeable in film sequences when the previous field does not correspond to the same but to a different frame, which has motivated an active research field on film-mode detectors.
Different detectors have been proposed in the literature to identify the field-pairs originated by the pull-down process from the same film image. The primitive approaches perform a global identification for the entire field, that is, a control signal is activated to denote the presence of film material. One of these detectors, called zero-vector matching detectors, try to match the zero motion vector on a previous field [19] . This approach is used by the majority of current film detectors. However, there are some drawbacks in the performance of these film detectors since the sum of absolute differences and its comparison with an unique threshold value is not suitable. First, an unique sum does not properly measure the level of motion. A second disadvantage is the determination of the threshold value. Its selection is extremely difficult since the properties of the image are very variable.
Other approaches try to analyze the frame characteristics to find out the repetition pattern [20] - [23] . Among them, several proposals have been reported in the literature to identify jagged edges in frames due to "feathering" effect [20] , [21] . Other detectors study the location of edges in the frames [22] . The idea is that, if two frames are similar, edges should be at the same spatial position. Therefore, the analysis of edges position can reveal the picture repetition pattern. Finally, a motion vector-based approach has been proposed in [23] . The sum of the length of the motion vectors should indicate if two fields are identical or not, since fields from the same frame should provide a similar value of the sum.
In recent literature, the research works in the area of film-detection can be categorized into two groups. A first one is focused on the increase of the robustness in the detection of pattern repetition [24] , [25] .
The second group of research works is focused on the development of film-mode detectors that work locally [26] , [27] . This kind of algorithms is very demanded due to the high increase of TV material that combines images from different origins in a single field, which is known as hybrid material. None of the techniques previously cited can locally deal with hybrid material, because all of them detect a single mode for the entire field.
Since our interest is focused on de-interlacing any kind of material: video, film, and hybrid (currently very popular due to the explosion of multimedia market), the idea developed is to adapt locally temporal interpolator to the presence of repeated areas in the fields as spatial interpolator was adapted locally to the presence of edges. In this sense, area repetition, as edges and motion, is considered, in general, a local (as happens to video and hybrid sequences) and fuzzy feature of the image and, hence, two simple fuzzy rules are proposed to implement a pixel-by-pixel fuzzy selection between pixels in the previous and posterior pictures. The input of these rules is a measure of dissimilarity between consecutive fields. Taking advantage of previous experience, dissimilarity between two consecutive fields is calculated by using a bi-dimensional convolution (10) 
The influence of dissimilarity in selecting the kind of temporal interpolation is evaluated by considering the following fuzzy rules (see Table III ).
1) If dissimilarity between the fields and is SMALL, the most adequate interpolated value is obtained by selecting the pixel value in the previous field at the same spatial position . 2) On the contrary, if dissimilarity is LARGE, the pixel value in the previous field is not a good choice and is better to bet on the pixel in the next field . The shape of membership functions to model the fuzzy concepts SMALL and LARGE are piece-wise linear functions whose parameters are fixed by using a tuning process [see Fig. 4(a) ]. The output of this fuzzy system is given by applying the fuzzy mean defuzzification method. This fuzzy logic-temporal interpolator system considers dissimilarity between only previous and current fields as a good tradeoff between simplicity and efficiency. Anyway, the used methodology of soft computing would allow considering more inter-field dissimilarity measures.
III. PERFORMANCE OF THE ALGORITHM
Since recursive information is employed to measure motion and dissimilarity between consecutive fields, morphological operators (MO) have been introduced to improve the reliability of both measures. Two basic operators are applied: erosion and dilation. The aim of the erosion process is to reduce the high-frequency noise. After performing the erosion, the dilation process is applied. Its purpose is to extend the motion and dissimilarity areas based on the fact that both features are property of an area of the picture rather than a property of an isolated pixel. The effect of including MO is shown in Fig. 10(a) that corresponds to a hybrid sequence. This part of the picture belongs to an interlaced field in which film area is similar to the previous field in the sequence, that is, dissimilarity measure should be small in film and static areas. As shown in Fig. 10(c) the inclusion of MO reduces the false cases (in white) of dissimilarity measures in Fig. 10(b) .
The performance of the complete algorithm has been proved by de-interlacing a battery of progressive standard sequences. They can be divided into two categories: a group of video sequences and a second one of real film sequences from TV channels or movies. These sequences have artificially been interlaced in order to measure the difference between the interpolated and original frames. The average mean squared error is a very popular measure: (12) where the sequences contains frames with a resolution of pixels, is the value of the interpolated pixel, and is the pixel of the original progressive image. Strongly related to the is the 5
The proposed algorithm has been also compared with other de-interlacing algorithms with less or similar computational cost: four spatial method such as line doubling, line average, and conventional ELA (edge-adaptive interpolation algorithms [2] ) using and taps; the simplest temporal de-interlacing algorithm called field insertion, and two vertico-temporal filtering with two and three fields [2] , a median-based method [2] ; and, finally the fuzzy motion adaptive algorithms reported in [28] . As shown in Table IV , the proposed algorithm performs better than the other algorithms since it achieves the highest values.
To show up the efficiency of using fuzzy sets to represent the antecedents of the rules, the three fuzzy systems have compared with similar ones that employ crisp definitions. The procedure to select the crisp values is illustrated in Fig. 12 for two concepts: SMALL and MEDIUM. The results of this crisp approach have been included in Table V . After performing this study, our conclusion is that the approach with fuzzy concepts always performs better than the crisp version of the algorithm.
A. Comparison With MC De-Interlacing Algorithms
The final proposal has demonstrated that it is clearly superior to other evaluated de-interlacing algorithms with less or similar computational cost. Consequently, its comparison with other kind of algorithms, the MC de-interlacing algorithms, can be interesting. Fig. 11 shows the average PSNR results provided by nine MC de-interlacing algorithms [2] 6 . All the MC methods use the 3-D RS matcher to calculate motion vectors without the inclusion of an explicit film detector. The parameters used by 3-D RS algorithm are the same in all the MC de-interlacing algorithms.
Furthermore, a meandering processing of the pixels and a reverse scan of the fields is performed to improve the quality of this technique [2] .
For video sequences [see Fig. 11(a) ], the longest bars correspond to "MC AR" and "Robust GST" algorithms, which achieve the highest PSNR results in the majority of the sequences, whereas the bar of "Robust GST-2D" method is slightly smaller than these two methods. A very interesting result is that our final proposal is clearly superior (more than 1 dB) than a group of MC methods composed by the following algorithms: MC field insertion, MC VT-filtering, MC TBP, MC TR, GST, and GST-2D. Fig. 11(b) shows the average PSNR results obtained after de-interlacing film sequences. The ranking of the methods is the same in video sequences and, again, our final approach achieves the fourth best result. A difference is that in film sequences the group of MC field insertion, MC VT-filtering, MC TBP, MC TR, GST, and GST-2D are closer to our approach.
The performance of MC de-interlacing algorithms has also been analyzed by de-interlacing several hybrid sequences. 7 Fig . 13 shows a de-interlaced area of the Paper3D hybrid sequence. This sequence contains video material (the letters written on the paper) with a tricky background of film material. Among MC de-interlacing techniques, MC VT-filtering and MC AR achieve the best results. The rest of MC techniques can not appropriately reconstruct the video text and the ghosting effect is clearly visible. Our proposal even slightly improves the results of MC VT-filtering and MC AR as shown in Fig. 13 .
Figs. 14 and 15 show the results obtained in the Donna hybrid sequence.
The hardware implementation of the complete algorithm has been carried out on a modern FPGA (Virtex-4 Xilinx). A demonstrator that has validated the hardware implementation of the algorithm has been performed by using a development board from Xilinx. This demonstrator is able to accept a progressive video signal coming from the camera or the VGA input, interlace it, and send the de-interlaced signal to the VGA output in real-time.
IV. CONCLUSION
The following conclusions have been obtained after performing the research work.
• The algorithm is the result of combining three interpolators, each of them tackling a relevant feature for de-interlacing: motion, edges, and possible repetition of areas in fields.
• The feature of motion has been considered by a fuzzy motion-adaptive interpolator that uses a simple convolution to measure the motion at each pixel and a fuzzy inference system to evaluate how this measurement should influence on the interpolation decisions.
• The spatial interpolator is an edge-adaptive algorithm that uses five potential edge directions and six fuzzy rules to adapt the interpolation to the presence of edges. Extensive analysis let us conclude that its performance (especially in terms of visual inspection) is better than other evaluated edge-dependent interpolators in both clear and unclear edges. Its performance for very low angles can be improved by increasing the processing window. The size of taps was selected since it offers a good tradeoff between complexity and performance.
• The third interpolator is a fuzzy area-repetition-dependent temporal interpolator that uses a simple convolution to measure the dissimilarity between consecutive fields and employs two simple fuzzy rules to adapt interpolation to repetition. Despite its simplicity, it reduces considerably annoying artifacts such as feathering.
• A tuning process of the values of the rule parameters has been successfully performed by using a supervised learning algorithm that minimizes the mean square error between a set of data corresponding to progressive and de-interlaced results of different sequences. • The resulting algorithm, which uses the three interpolators and tuned parameters, not only performs better than other algorithms of similar complexity (such as vertical-temporal and median-based approaches) but also improves the results obtained by algorithms of much greater complexity (such as several motion-compensated ones). It offers better results (in terms of PSNR and visual inspection) in areas of the images with small and large motion, with clear and unclear edges, and with film and video material mixed.
• A computer-aided design methodology has been employed to cross the way easily and rapidly from high-level algorithm development to synthesis. At algorithmic level, Matlab and its Image Processing Toolbox have been employed to develop the algorithms. Xfuzzy 3 and its xfsl tool have facilitated tuning the parameters of the fuzzy rule bases proposed.
